
Outback

Finished Dimension: 71" x 71"
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of fabric so it follows the stripe. Position the template so
that the fabric shades from the triangle’s base to the
point as in Diagram 2.

Fabric 8 has five repeats of the border stripes across the
width of fabric. Following the Fabric Cutting Layout on
page 3 and the Note on Cutting Border Print Patches
below, cut four identical triangles using Template B, and
twelve identical triangles using Template E. (The B and
E triangles do not need to match.) Reserve the remain-
ing fabric for the inner and outer borders.

Step 3: Make Center
Square
Sew the four 8B triangles
together to make a square.
Carefully match the design
motifs on the fabric before
sewing.

The bold fabric designs of Jinny Beyer’s Outback collection are given plenty of room to shine in this quilt. Large
pieces make the quilt very quick to assemble, but the careful use of directional prints and Jinny's signature bor-
der print fabrics make for a sophisticated, high-impact quilt.
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Note on Cutting Border Print Patches
When placing templates on border print fabric,
center the template on a mirror-image motif and
align the sewing line under the arrow with a print-
ed line on the border print fabric. This will create
pleasing symmetry and a nice, defining edge when
your patch is sewn.

To help you cut multiple identical patches, draw a
portion of the design motif from the fabric onto
your template. Then find that drawn motif else-
where on the fabric for the next patch.

Be sure to read the entire pattern before beginning. All
seam allowances are ¼-inch. Press seams to one side.

Step 1: Make Templates
Please note: Template B is too large to print on regu-
lar-sized paper. To construct a full-sized Template B,
print out two copies of the partial Template B on page
4. Trim one Template B at the Mirror Line and flip it
over so the unprinted side is on top (as in Diagram 1.)
Carefully line up the Mirror Lines on the two templates
and tape them together to cre-
ate one full-sized Template B.
Trace the sewing, cutting
and Mirror lines, and
the arrow, onto the
top of the paper
Template B.

Make
Templates B and E out of
template plastic, transferring all markings to the plastic
templates.

Step 2: Cut Fabric Pieces
Following the Cutting Instructions on page 5, cut piec-
es for Fabrics 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7. (Please note that the 4C
and 4D triangles are the same size, but it is important
to mark and keep them separate. The long side of the
4D triangles are cut on the straight grain and will be
placed on the outside of the quilt center to help keep it
from stretching.)

For Fabric 3, use Template B and refer to the Fabric
Cutting Layout on page 3. Place the Mirror Line on
the lengthwise grain of fabric so the design runs along
the Mirror Line. Mark and cut 16 pieces.

For Fabric 6, reserve 3½ yards for the inner borders.
From the remainder, use Template E to cut eight
identical pieces as follows. There are two identical
repeats of the stripe across the width of the fabric. Place
the template with the arrow along the lengthwise grain
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Diagram 6: Triangle Section

Diagram 5: Flying Geese Strip

Fabric 1 Fabric 3 Fabric 3 Fabric 3 Fabric 3

Step 7: Prepare the Borders
All border strips will be trimmed to fit before sewing.

Middle Border: From the 3½ yards of Fabric 6 which
was set aside earlier, cut two 3-inch wide strips across
the length of fabric. Be sure to cut the strips from
matching stripes, referring to the quilt images on the
pattern cover as necessary. Divide each strip into two
pieces approximately 63" long.
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Diagram 3

For each Triangle Section, sew the squares together in
rows as shown in Diagram 6 and sew the short side of
a 4D triangle to the end of each row. Sew the rows
together. Finally, sew the short side of a 4D triangle to
the unit to complete the Triangle Section.

Step 6: Assemble the Quilt
Sew a Flying Geese Strip to opposite sides of the Cen-
ter Square. Then, sew a Triangle Section to each side
of the two remaining Flying Geese Strips as shown in
Diagram 7. Sew the resulting units to either side of
the Flying Geese/Center Square unit.

Step 4: Make Flying Geese Strips
Following Diagrams 3 and 4, make four flying geese
units using Fabrics 1 and 2, and twelve units using
Fabrics 3 and 2. To make a flying geese unit, sew a

Fabric 2 triangle to a Fabric 1 or 3 triangle as in
Diagram 3, press the seam, and sew a Fabric 2 triangle
to the other side. The finished unit will look like
Diagram 4.

Sew the flying geese units together as in Diagram 5,
adding a 3B triangle at the top, to make four Flying
Geese Strips.

Step 5: Make Triangle Sections
Make four Triangle Sections as in Diagram 6. First
make the square patches by sewing two triangles
together along their long sides. Make:
• four 5C/4C squares
• eight 7C/6E squares
• twelve 5C/8E squares
(Hint: For the 5C/8E squares, sewing with the border
print fabric on top makes it easy to follow the printed
line on the fabric that’s your sewing line.)
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Fabrics 3 & 8 Cutting LayoutsInner & Outer Borders: From the Fabric 8 which was
reserved earlier, cut four narrow stripes and four wide
stripes from the length of fabric. Be sure to include ¼"
seam allowance on both sides of the stripes. (The solid
stripe between the design stripes is for seam allowance.)

To attach the borders, follow the instructions for
Framing a Square Quilt and Applying Multiple
Borders in Adding Borders the Jinny Beyer Way.

Step 5: Finish the Quilt
Layer the quilt as follows: backing (wrong side up),
batting, quilt top (right side up). Baste the layers
together, and quilt as desired.

When quilting is completed, trim backing and batting
even with quilt top edges.

Make binding strips using Fabric 9. Bind the quilt
using your favorite binding method or by following
the sheet, Binding a Quilt the Jinny Beyer Way.
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Template Size Check

If you print this pattern at home,
check to ensure that the above
measures 2" from line to line.
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Fabric 1 ½ yard
A: Cut 1

Fabric 2 7/ 8 yard
C: Cut 16

Fabric 3 1 yard
B: Cut 16

Fabric 4 ½ yard
C: Cut 2
D: Cut 4

Fabric 5 ½ yard
C: Cut 8

Fabric 6 4¾ yard
E: Cut 8
Middle Border

Fabric 7 ¼ yard
C: Cut 4

Fabric 8 3 yards
B: Cut 4
E: Cut 12
Inner & Outer Borders

Fabric 9 2/3 yard
Binding

A: 13¼" square, then cut
twice on diagonal

B: Use Template B; see Step 2

E: Use Template E; see Step 2

C: 6 7/8" square, then cut
once on diagonal

D: 9 5/8" square, then cut
twice on diagonal

Outback Fabric Yardage & Cutting Instructions

0278-02

0281-04

0276-02

0280-02

0279-02

0277-02

0281-02

0282-02

9410-14 (P#48)

0281-01

0281-04

0276-01

0280-01

0279-04

0277-01

0278-01

0282-01

9410-14 (P#48)

0281-01

0279-04

0276-04

0280-03

0279-03

0277-03

0281-01

0282-04

9410-14 (P#48)

Suggested Backing: 4½ yards of Fabric 4 (0281),
not included.
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©2010, Jinny Beyer
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